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8ème conférence européenne sur le management de la mobilité
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“Transition toward a sustainable urban mobility: to convince by showing”
“Transition vers une mobilité urbaine durable : démontrer pour convaincre”
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WORKSHOPS (GB)

ABEL Rhonda - Emerging “Smart Growth” Community Designed with a Transportation infrastructure

APARICIO Angel - Mobility management and collaborative planning: helping each other

AUWERX Patrick - Are today’s children key targets for softer measures?

BAÜMER Doris - Come together – Involving housing companies in mobility management actions

BERARD Christophe - Green commuter plan for public enterprises in the centre of Chambéry

BÖHLER Susanne - Delivery services for urban shopping: experiences & perspectives

BOLE David - building an efficient system of public transportation

BOSSAERT Elke - School agreement: a new partnership

BOYER Christian - Nearby delivery space (EPL)

BRUN Bernadette - The keys to success for Smart Commuting Montreal, the Downtown Montreal Transportation Management Centre


CHRISTE Pascal & GONZALEZ José-Angel - Urban transportation Master plan of Lausanne

DIRK Jessica & VOERKNECHT Hans - Assessment of good practices on Mobility Management valid throughout Europe

DUNATOV Alison - Camden: Using local powers to achieve behaviour change on the school run

GANTELET Eric - towards new service professions linked to public highways

GIRAUDON CHARRIER Christine - Domicile Presqu’île( Lyon city peninsula residents) subscription for residents - complementarities of transport modes in Lyon”.

GRIFFIOEN & JANSSEN - The Psychology of Parking

HAUSTEIN Sonja & BÖLHER Susanne - How to develop target group oriented mobility services

JEAN Maxime - The legal, regulatory and tax framework of mobility management in France

KASTELIC Jörg - Marketing Park Pricing Incentives for Low Emission Vehicles

KRAMER Hans - The public transport – bike services in the Netherlands

LAFERRERE Geneviève - Mobility management: some examples of good practise in France

LOOSE Willi - Inventory and Criteria for further Development of Car-Sharing in Germany and Europe

LOPEZ-LAMBAS Maria Eugenia – benchmarking on green transport plans in Spain: the way ahead

MÜLLER Guido - Public housing and public transport – a perfect match?

NILSSON Stina - Methods for Mobility Management in new housing areas
PETIT Jérôme - Employees Transport Plans: what do working populations expect from transportation?

PORTER John - Tools for Effective Communications

PREVEDELLO Enrico - Implementing cycling policies for employees and students of the politecnico di Milano

REVAT Robert - The contribution of conjoint analysis to mobility management

ROSE Feoff & SEETHALER Rita - Incorporating the principles of psychological persuasion in communications components of travel behaviour change programs

RUSSO Francesco & COMI Antonio - A state of the art on urban freight distribution at European scale

SCHREINER Martin - Never walk alone! Processes, Results and Purposes of an innovative and successful mobility partnership in Munich

SCHREURS Rik - The first Belgian commuter transport coordination centre: promoting sustainable mobility and supporting employment

SCHWARTZ Peggy - The Role of Mandatory Employer Traffic Mitigation Programs

STEHR Regina - New scopes in urban development through company mobility management

SVENSSON Tomas - A tramway line extension in Sweden - integrated town and traffic planning in local practice

TYLER Sophie - Measuring the effectiveness of campaigns: lessons for mobility management from the EU TAPESTRY project

URANITSCH Gudrun - Bicycle Training for Children in a Real Traffic Environment!

VAN LOON Dick - Green commuter plans and mobility management
POSTER SESSION (GB)

**BODMER Milena** - Attributes of Modal Choice in Home-Work/Study-Home Travels and Behavioral Simulation Models in Brazil

**BORRONI Anna** – the sustainable mobility in the province of Milan: the steps of an experience

**BOUDOIN Daniel** - Use of tram systems for freight transport

**COLLET Mathieu** - Elected and electors, working together towards sustainable mobility

**COULIANOS Maria** - Vision Lundby in Goteborg, Sweden

**CRE Ivo** - European Mobility Week: involving local authorities throughout Europe

**FIGUEIREDO Wellington** - Equity in public space accessibility and constraints to the car

**GLAUBER Hans** - A new image for Bike mobility in Bolzano/Bozen, Italy

**GLOTZ-RICHTER Mikael** - Car-Sharing integrated into urban development

**GRUNWALD Cordula & VOGT Walter** - Impacts of new information and communication technologies on travel and mobility behaviour

**KAMPUS Daniel** - Sustainable location-management through the cooperation of spatial and traffic planning

**LAMRANI Yamina** - From town planning policies to mobility management: an overall approach.

**PRESSL Robert - PORTAL – EU** – Funded Transport research Results available for Lecturers in higher educational institutions

**ROULAND Michel** - Caisse des dépôts et consignations-Bordeaux Office mobility management

**SCHMIDER Jean-Baptiste** - Carsharing in France, how to decrease private cars part in urban mobility

**SOZZI Cristina** - EMMA project and the Mobility Management

**TACHERON Pierre** – training for a better spread knowledge concerning management of mobility

**THOME Benoit** - A commuter plan for the employees of DDE and DRE

**VAN HAMERSVELD Hans** – A new, collective public transports system
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS (GB)

**BODMER Milena** - Mobility Management Plan for Traffic Generator Buildings

**BUZZONI Luca** - a highly sustainable mobility plan

**CASSANI Federico** - Brera - Garibaldi Environmental Island in Milan

**D'OLEIRE Werner** - www.info-bgl.de - The information platform for the Berchtesgadener Land/ Germany

**MARATOU** - Underground parking buildings under the free space of building blocks in the city center of Athens

**MÜLLER Michael** - Better Urban Public Transport for Europe

**NOUVIER Jacques** - The variable assignment of roads and public space
ATELIERS (FR)

BERARD Christophe - Le Plan de déplacements des entreprises publiques du centre-ville de Chambéry
BOYER Christian – Espace de livraison de proximité
BRUN Bernadette - Les clés de la réussite de Voyagez Futé Montréal, le centre de gestion des déplacements du centre-ville de Montréal
Pascal CHRISTE et José-Angel GONZALEZ - plan des déplacements URBAINS de lausanne
GANTELET Eric - Vers de nouveaux métiers de service liés à la voirie
GIRAUDON CHARRIER Christine - Abonnement Domicile Presqu’île pour les résidents: vers une complémentarité des modes de déplacements à Lyon”.
JEAN Maxime - Cadre législatif, réglementaire et fiscal du management de la mobilité en France
LAFERRERE Geneviève - Management de la mobilité : des exemples de bonnes pratiques
REVAT Robert - L’apport de l’analyse conjointe au management de la mobilité

SESSION POSTER (FR)

BORRONI Anna – mobilité durable dans la province de Milan
COLLET Mathieu - Elus et citoyens, ensemble pour une mobilité durable
LAMRANI Yamina - De la planification stratégique au management de la mobilité : une démarche globale.
ROULAND Michel - Le Plan de déplacement de la Caisse des dépôts et consignations –établissement de Bordeaux
SCHMIDER Jean-Baptiste - L’auto-partage, chaînon manquant de l’offre de mobilité
TACHERON Pierre – former pour mieux diffuser la connaissance en matière de management de la mobilité
TERRISSE Marc et JIMENEZ Fabien – Etude fiche d’évaluation PDE
THOME Benoît - Un PDE pour la DDE du Rhône et la DRE Rhône-Alpes

AUTRES CONTRIBUTIONS (FR)

MARATOU - Garages souterrains aux derrières surfaces inoccupées des blocs carrés de région centrale d’Athènes.
NOUVIER Jacques – L’affectation variable des voies et de l’espace public